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Accumulating evidence emphasizes the relevance of oscillatory synchrony in memory
consolidation during sleep. Sleep spindles promote memory retention, especially when
occurring in the depolarized upstate of slow oscillation (SO). A less studied topic is
the inter-spindle synchrony, i.e. the temporal overlap and phasic coherence between
spindles perceived in different electroencephalography channels. In this study, we
examined how synchrony between SOs and spindles, as well as between simultaneous
spindles, is associated with the retention of novel verbal metaphors. Moreover, we
combined the encoding of the metaphors with respiratory phase (inhalation/exhalation)
with the aim of modulating the strength of memorized items, as previous studies have
shown that inhalation entrains neural activity, thereby benefiting memory in a waking
condition. In the current study, 27 young adults underwent a two-night mixed-design
study with a 12-h delayed memory task during both sleep and waking conditions.
As expected, we found better retention over the delay containing sleep, and this
outcome was strongly associated with the timing of SO–spindle coupling. However,
no associations were observed regarding inter-spindle synchrony or respiratory phase.
These findings contribute to a better understanding of the importance of SO–spindle
coupling for memory. In contrast, the observed lack of association with inter-spindle
synchrony may emphasize the local nature of spindle-related plasticity.
Keywords: metaphor, respiration, sleep spindle, slow oscillation, memory, phase lag index
INTRODUCTION
The benefits of sleep for memory retention have been widely acknowledged. Sleep protects memory
function from wake–time interference and actively consolidates labile traces (Rasch and Born,
2013). Sleep spindles are considered biomarkers of sleep-related memory processing, promoting
hippocampal–neocortical dialog (Ngo et al., 2020) and synaptic calcium-dependent plasticity
processes (Peyrache and Seibt, 2020). Accordingly, studies have frequently reported that the amount
of spindles is associated with better memory outcomes after delay containing sleep (Gais et al.,
2002; Clemens et al., 2005; Halonen et al., 2019). Sleep spindles do not occur in isolation. Recent
research has stressed the importance of coordinated activity between cortical slow oscillations
(SOs), sleep spindles, and hippocampal sharp-wave ripples with respect to facilitating active
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memory consolidation (Klinzing et al., 2019). During SOs,
the synchronized depolarization of large neuronal ensembles
biases synapses toward potentiation (Chauvette et al., 2012).
Concomitantly, depolarization reaching the thalamic reticular
nucleus triggers a spindle event that travels back to the cortex
(Steriade, 2006). Spindles mediate hippocampal–neocortical
coupling, which may be further enhanced by spindle-nested
hippocampal sharp-wave ripples (Ngo et al., 2020). This
interplay provides a powerful window for memory consolidation,
especially when the spindle occurs at the SO upstate (Klinzing
et al., 2019). Behavioral studies in humans have shown that the
accuracy of SO–spindle coordination in the fronto-central brain
areas is associated with declarative learning (Helfrich et al., 2018;
Mikutta et al., 2019; Muehlroth et al., 2019; Hahn et al., 2020).
The dynamics of temporally overlapping spindles in separate
cortical locations is an understudied phenomenon in memory
research. The relatively frequent simultaneous or nearly
simultaneous occurrence of spindles in more than one electrode
location is a consistent finding across studies (O’Reilly and
Nielsen, 2014; Frauscher et al., 2015; Souza et al., 2016; Piantoni
et al., 2017) and is proposed to reflect a “matrix” (widespread)
pathway with respect to sleep spindles (Bonjean et al., 2012;
Piantoni et al., 2016). Differing from “core” pathways in terms
of involved thalamic nuclei and projected cortical layers, the
matrix neurons are implicated in widespread, synchronized
activity (in contrast to locally occurring spindles) (Piantoni
et al., 2016). A number of experimental studies have examined
the dynamics of propagated/global spindles (e.g., the velocity
and preferred direction of spindle propagation) (O’Reilly and
Nielsen, 2014; Frauscher et al., 2015; Souza et al., 2016; Piantoni
et al., 2017). While these findings are rather ungeneralizable
due to divergent methods, one articulate finding is the rapid
phase synchronization between overlapping spindles (Souza
et al., 2016). Coherent neural firing between distinct brain
areas is considered to mark efficient communication between
neuronal groups (Fell and Axmacher, 2011) and is associated
with working memory performance (Schack and Weiss, 2005;
Palva et al., 2010), executive function (Mizuhara and Yamaguchi,
2007; Sadaghiani et al., 2012; Cavanagh and Frank, 2014),
and delayed recognition memory (Rutishauser et al., 2010).
However, it remains unclear whether the synchronization
properties of propagated spindles have specific implications
for long-term memory retention beyond a hypothetical role
(Piantoni et al., 2016).
Respiration can also influence memory processing. For
example, one study (Arshamian et al., 2018) found better odor
recognition when nasal respiration was maintained over the
retention period (compared with oral airflow). The authors
speculated a possible mechanism for increased sharp-wave
ripples during inhalation based on findings among rodents (Liu
et al., 2017). Another study (Zelano et al., 2016) examined
how the phase of respiration modulates memory in humans.
They found the most accurate picture recognition for items
that were encoded and retrieved during nasal inhalation, as
compared with exhalation and/or oral airflow. Concordantly,
intracranial electroencephalography (EEG) showed inhalation-
tied elevations in oscillatory power and synchrony (including
the theta range) in structures involved in mnemonic processes,
such as the hippocampus and amygdala (Zelano et al., 2016).
These findings suggest that respiratory phase could interact
with sleep-dependent memory consolidation. Notably, the levels
of limbic facilitation (Goldstein and Walker, 2014; Hermans
et al., 2014) and theta activity (Benchenane et al., 2010; Cohen
et al., 2015) during encoding are considered to indicate the
saliency of newly potentiated memory traces. A line of research
proposes that salient memories are preferably strengthened
during sleep (Peyrache et al., 2009; Benchenane et al., 2010;
Bennion et al., 2016; Alger et al., 2019), and sleep spindles
are possibly involved in this process (Studte et al., 2017; Alger
et al., 2019). Even though the case for selectiveness in memory
consolidation during sleep lacks decisive evidence (Davidson
et al., 2020), it is compelling to ask whether the respiratory phase
that modulates theta coherence would then affect the “priority”
of newly potentiated memory traces through active consolidation
mechanisms. However, to our knowledge, no study thus far has
examined the consequences of respiratory phase on memory
during a sleep-filled delay.
Studies on verbal memory and sleep spindles and/or SO
coupling have commonly deployed word pair or word list tasks
(Mednick et al., 2013; Mikutta et al., 2019; Hahn et al., 2020).
However, a yet-unstudied form of verbal material in sleep-
related memory retention is metaphoric association. According
to evidence from imaging studies, the processing of metaphors
correlates with more widespread neural activation as compared
with processing non-metaphors (Bambini et al., 2011), whereas
novelty in linguistic associations induces bilateral recruitment
(in contrast to left-lateralized familiar associations; Arzouan
et al., 2007; Mashal and Faust, 2009; Bohrn et al., 2012;
Lai et al., 2015; Diaz and Eppes, 2018). The current state-
of-the-art literature in sleep-related memory consolidation is
lacking an understanding of how these more complex memory
representations are processed during sleep.
In this study, we investigated how verbal memory retention
is reflected by (1) known sleep-dependent consolidation
mechanisms (i.e., SO–spindle coupling) and (2) inter-spindle
synchrony, an unstudied potential indicator of widespread
memory processing. Our protocol contained delayed retention
over both sleep and wake conditions in order to assess if retention
(and its association with sleep-related mechanisms) showed
differences between these conditions. In addition, motivated by
research on respiration and memory, we devised an experimental
setting integrating paced breathing into memory tasks in order
to examine if encoding-tied respiratory phase affects retention
performance. The material in the memory task consisted of
novel metaphoric associations (Herkman and Service, 2008).
Our main hypothesis was that we would observe a statistically
significant positive association between memory retention over
sleep conditions and the timing of SO–spindle coupling (i.e., the
upstate-preference of spindles). We examined this phenomenon
in non-rapid eye movement (NREM; N2 and N3 combined) sleep
as well as separately for N2 and N3 stages; these stages potentially
differ in coupling dynamics (Cox et al., 2018). We also expected
to find improved recall for metaphors encoded during inhalation,
as compared with exhalation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
The initial sample consisted of 29 young adults (23 females) living
in the capital area of Finland. The participants were recruited
via different channels; 11 were invited from the previously
studied SleepHelsinki! cohort (see details of the cohort1), 15 were
students at the University of Helsinki who were contacted via
e-mail lists and social media channels within student societies,
and three participants were invited through personal contacts.
All participants were offered 100 € monetary compensation
for their participation. Measurements were performed between
June 2020 and January 2021. We screened the participants for
learning difficulties and excluded one participant due to a reading
disability. We also administered questionnaires for depressive
symptoms [Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)] (Beck et al.,
1996) and generalized anxiety symptoms [Generalized Anxiety
Disorder-7 (GAD-7)] (Williams, 2014) in order to address
this symptomology in analyses evaluating memory function.
Due to technical issues, we lost Day 2 (Figure 1A) delayed
recall data from two participants, one of whom had missing
immediate recall data.
Written informed consent was obtained from all the
participants prior to study participation. The study was approved
by the Helsinki University Hospital Ethics Committee, and all
components of the study were conducted in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments.
Study Design
We deployed a mixed-design study examining memory outcomes
in a within-subjects manner with respect to the delay condition
(for sleep and wake conditions) and the respiratory phase
(inhalation/exhalation). The associations between memory
outcomes and sleep oscillation measures were compared between
the participants.
After enrolling in the study, the participants completed
electronic questionnaires concerning background data (BDI,
GAD-7, learning impairments, and health status). On Day 0
(Figure 1A), the participants retrieved the actigraphy from the
laboratory. That same evening, research assistants contacted the
participants via Zoom to administer a 10-min nasal breathing
exercise, paced by an expanding and shrinking circle on a shared
laptop screen (Figure 1B; see section “Respiratory Phase” for
details concerning respiration). All participants slept at home on
the night between Day 0 and Day 1. To mitigate any reluctance to
take part in the study during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
the participants were allowed to choose whether the study night
(i.e., between Day 1 and 2) measurements were conducted in the
sleep laboratory or at the participant’s home. Fifteen participants
opted for laboratory measurements. On the evening of Day 1
(mean time, 08:01 p.m.; SD, 11 min), the research assistant
met the participants at their homes or at the sleep laboratory.
After a paced breathing exercise, participants underwent the first
metaphor encoding maintaining paced breathing (Figure 1B;
see section “Material and Memory Task” for details on the
1https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02964598
memory task). Ten minutes later, an immediate cued recall was
administered (Figure 1B). A polysomnography (PSG) device was
attached; the participants had sleep opportunities between 11:00
p.m. (mean bedtime, 11:25 p.m.; SD, 34 min) and 07:00 a.m.
(mean awakening, 06:59 a.m.; SD, 4 min). The first delayed recall
was performed the next morning (mean, 07:43 p.m.; SD, 16 min).
Shortly after, a new paced breathing exercise was performed,
followed by the second metaphor encoding and immediate recall.
The participants spent Day 2 of the study performing their
normal activities. The final delayed recall took place in the
evening (mean, 08:02 p.m.; SD, 2 min) on Day 2.
Material and Memory Task
The memory task was run with Neurobehavioral Systems
Presentation software (version 22.0; Neurobehavioral Systems,
Inc., Berkeley, CA, United States). The task material consisted of
two sets of 48 metaphors: one for overnight memory retention
and one for over day memory retention. Additionally, each set
was divided into subsets of 16 and 32 metaphors as well as
immediate and long-delay recall, respectively. The metaphors
were chosen based on work on psycholinguistic dimensions
(Herkman and Service, 2008), where participants used a scale of
1–7 to evaluate non-conventional metaphors in nine dimensions,
including ease (how easy a metaphor was to envision) and
liveliness (how vivid and detailed the metaphor was). To
eliminate bias in memory performance due to differing metaphor
difficulty, we matched the two sets in terms of the ease dimension
(t-test p = 0.929), with ranges of normative ease of 2.38–5.84
and 2.52–5.90 in the two sets. The presentation order of these
sets was counterbalanced. We also balanced subsets of immediate
and delayed recall (p = 0.958). For our analyses, we inverted the
ease values to represent metaphor difficulty. As an example, the
metaphor “(A) malicious remark is a bullet” has lower normative
difficulty (2.98) than the metaphor “(A) clever joke is (a) splint”
(5.36). The parentheses in the example metaphors denote that
there are no articles in Finnish.
On both occasions of encoding, the participants were shown
48 written metaphors on a laptop screen, with instructions
to form a mental image of the metaphors. Each metaphor
was shown for 4.25 s within each phase of respiration (see
section “Respiratory Phase”), with a 1.5-s interval until the
next metaphor was shown. The participants underwent three
successive encoding rounds, after which the metaphors were no
longer displayed (e.g., during immediate recall when providing
an incorrect answer). Thus, the retention and forgetting between
immediate and delayed recall could be reliably examined.
The delay from encoding to immediate recall was 10 min
(16 metaphors), and delayed recall was 12 h (32 metaphors).
In the recall, the participants were shown the beginning of a
metaphor on a laptop screen [(e.g., “(A) touch is (an)”] in
random order and were asked to type the missing (last) word
(e.g., “insect”). Responses were scored so that 1 point was given
for a correct word (the plural form was counted as correct),
and 0.5 points were given if the response was a synonym (e.g.,
“bug”) or a higher/lower abstraction of the correct word (e.g.,
“mosquito”). The responses were first scored by two researchers
independently and then merged into a combined scale based
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FIGURE 1 | Study flow and memory tasks. (A) The study flow starting after the acquisition of actigraphy on Day 0. A 10-min breathing exercise, paced with an
expanding/shrinking circle, was conducted on the evening of Day 0 as well as before each encoding. Respiratory phase-tied encoding of novel metaphors was
followed by immediate recall on Day 1 evening and Day 2 morning. Delayed recall took place in the morning and evening of Day 2. Sleep opportunity during the
study night was between 11:00 p.m. and 07:00 a.m. (B) A 10-min breathing exercise was paced with a shrinking/expanding circle on a laptop screen. During
encoding, the participants maintained paced breathing while novel metaphors were displayed in the center of the screen. Cued recall (immediate and delayed) was
done without the breathing circle. English translation for the example metaphor: “(A) touch is (an) insect” in the middle screen represents encoding and “(A) touch is”
in the right screen represents recall.
on mutual agreement on ambiguous responses. The memory
retention outcome was calculated so that the percentage of
correct responses in delayed recall was subtracted from the
percentage of correct responses in immediate recall, resulting
in change scores (1Sleep and 1Wake) corresponding to the
delayed condition.
Respiratory Phase
The respiratory phase was included in the memory task in the
following manner. In the evening of study Day 1 and before each
encoding, the participants were administered a nasal breathing
exercise for 10 min to familiarize them with the breathing
procedure. Breathing was paced with a circle shown on a laptop
screen (Figure 1B); the participants were instructed to inhale
while the circle expanded and to exhale while it shrank. One
breathing cycle lasted for 11.50 s in total. Toward the end of a
phase, the expanding/shrinking slowed down, with a 1-s halt at
the phase peak. The exact timing was piloted, with eight people
representing the age group of the study sample for the purpose of
approximating natural, relaxed nasal breathing and minimizing
distraction from encoding. During encoding, metaphors were
presented to the participants in the center of the breathing
circle (Figure 1B); one metaphor was presented during each
respiratory phase. All the participants underwent three successive
encoding rounds. Specific metaphors were presented at the same
respiratory phase in each round.
Respiration-related memory outcomes included pooled
immediate recall (that is, the combined score of correct responses
across both immediate recall sessions; Day 1 evening and Day 2
morning) for both inhale-phased and exhale-phased metaphors.
Phase-specific retention scores for both delay conditions were
calculated separately for inhale- and exhale-phased metaphors
by subtracting the delayed recall percentage from the immediate
recall percentage.
Actigraphy
All participants wore Philips Actiwatch 2 actigraphs to screen for
highly deviant sleep durations before the laboratory night. The
actigraphs were worn for 2 days, between the evening on Day 0
and the evening on Day 2 (Figure 1A).
Polysomnography Protocol and
Preprocessing
All recordings were performed using either SOMNOscreen plus
or SOMNOscreen HD (SOMNOmedics GmbH, Randersacker,
Germany). The trained research nurse attached gold cup
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electrodes at six EEG locations [frontal (F) hemispheres F3 and
F4; central (C) C3 and C4; occipital (O) O1 and O2; mastoid
(A1, A2)]. Electrooculograms (EOGs) and chin electromyograms
(EMGs) were measured using disposable adhesive electrodes
(Ambu Neuroline 715; Ambu A/S, Ballerup, Denmark), with
two locations for EOG and three locations for EMG. An online
reference (Cz) and a ground electrode in the forehead were
used in the current study. The sampling rate was 256 Hz (the
hardware filters for SOMNOscreen plus were 0.2–35 Hz). PSG
data were scored manually using the DOMINO program (v2.7;
SOMNOmedics GmbH, Germany) in 30-s epochs into N1, N2,
N3 (SWS), REM, and wake according to AASM guidelines
(AASM Manual for the Scoring of Sleep and Associated Events,
2007). Movement arousals were also marked.
The manually scored PSG signals were converted to
EDF format in DOMINO software (SOMNOmedics GmbH,
Germany) and then further analyzed using the functions of
EEGlab 14.1.2b (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) running on
MATLAB R2018a (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, United States).
All signals were digitally band-passed and filtered offline from
0.2 to 35 Hz (with a Hamming windowed sinc zero-phase FIR
filter; cutoff, −6 dB), at 0.1 and 35.1 Hz, respectively, and
re-referenced to the average signal of A1 and A2 electrodes.
Electrodes located at F3, F4, C3, and C4 were included in further
analyses; all further analyses were conducted on sleep epochs that
were scored as N2 or N3.
Sleep Spindle Detection
The preprocessed EEG data were further band-pass filtered
(order 2816) in the 12- to 16-Hz frequency band. From the
filtered signal, spindles were extracted using a method based
on an automated detection algorithm described by Ferrarelli
et al. (2007). The threshold values for finding the spindle peak
amplitude in each channel were defined by the mean of the
channel amplitude (µV) multiplied by 5. The putative spindle’s
amplitude was required to stay over the mean channel amplitude
multiplied by 2 for 250 ms in both directions from the peak
maximum, resulting in minimum spindle duration of 0.5 s.
Thus, we used channel-wise threshold definitions, considering
that signals may vary across channels and between individuals.
The maximum cutoff for spindle length was set to 3.0 s, and
the maximum peak amplitude was set to 200 µV. In addition,
the signal amplitude between spindles was required to stay
under the lower threshold for 78.1 ms, which is approximately
the duration of one period of sine at 13 Hz; this requirement
was implemented in order to prevent false alarms. Finally, we
excluded spindle-like bursts that occurred during arousal. We ran
the detection for NREM sleep (N2 + N3) epochs and separately
for N2 and N3 epochs.
Slow Oscillation Detection
Slow oscillations were detected with an adapted algorithm
developed by Ngo et al. (2015) using the Wonambi EEG analysis
toolbox (Piantoni and O’Byrne, 2021; Wonambi: EEG analysis
toolbox v.6.132). The signal was first low-pass filtered at 3.5 Hz.
2https://github.com/wonambi-python/wonambi
All negative and positive amplitude peaks were identified between
consecutive positive-to-negative zero-crossings, comprising a full
phase cycle. Zero-crossing intervals within the duration of 0.8–5 s
were included, corresponding to the 0.2–1.25 frequency range.
Finally, mean values for positive and negative peak potentials
were calculated, and these events were denoted as SOs where the
negative peak was lower than the mean negative peak and where
the positive-to-negative peak amplitude difference exceeded the
mean amplitude difference. We ran the detection procedure
separately for NREM, N2, and N3 sleep.
Phase-Amplitude Coupling
We operationalized phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) as a
modulation index (MI), estimated with an adaptation of the
Kullback–Leibler distance proposed by Tort et al. (2010)
with methods from Tensorpac (Combrisson et al., 2020). We
calculated channel-wise MIs from all 30-s N2 and N3 sleep
epochs with SO range (0.2–1.25) as the phase frequency and
spindle range (12–16 Hz) as the amplitude frequency range.
The phase was first divided into 18 bins, each at 20◦. The
mean spindle range amplitude was then computed for each bin.
Finally, the empirical probability distribution was obtained by
dividing the measured amplitude inside each bin by the sum of
the bins. MI represents the difference between this distribution
and the uniform distribution. To correct the PAC measure
for noise, we calculated the surrogate distribution by splitting
the amplitude blocks at a random time point, swapping them,
and calculating a PAC measure with the original phase data
(Bahramisharif et al., 2013). The distribution of surrogate values
was obtained by repeating this procedure 1,000 times. Finally, a
corrected PAC was calculated by subtracting the surrogate means
from the uncorrected MIs and then dividing by the surrogate
standard deviation.
Preferred Phase
Separately for NREM, N2, and N3 sleep, we calculated the
preferred phase (PP) of spindles within SOs (that is, the phase
angle of the SOs at which the peak spindle amplitudes aligned).
We examined this coupling within each EEG channel. First, we
identified spindles where the amplitude peaked within an SO
cycle (i.e., SO–spindles). Next, we band-pass filtered the EEG
signal to 0.2–1.25 Hz, Hilbert-transformed the SO signal, and
extracted the instantaneous phase at the SO–spindle peaks. The
examined variables were SO–spindle% (i.e., the percentage of
spindles occurring during SO, out of all spindles), the circular
mean angle in degrees, and the percentage of spindle peaks (out
of all SO–spindle peaks) occurring at the upstate point (± 45◦
from 0) for each participant.
Inter-Spindle Synchrony
To measure inter-spindle synchrony in separate channels, we
first identified co-occurring spindles between the F3, F4, C3,
and C4 channels. This was done offline in the following steps.
(1) Proceeding chronologically, when a spindle occurred after
a spindle-free period in any channel, we examined if another
spindle overlapped (i.e., peaked within the duration of the first
spindle) at any other channel. (2) In the case of an overlapping
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spindle, we examined which spindle peaked first and nominated
it as the seed spindle. (3) Any co-occurring spindle was designated
as a trailing spindle. Thus, a seed spindle could occur alone
or be overlapped by one, two, or three (different channel)
trailing spindles. The direction of the overlap (i.e., seed to
trailing; e.g., F3–C3) was recorded. For each electrode pair
(seed–trailing), we calculated the propagation latency, overlap
duration, and propagation density (PD), which represent the
probability of a certain pair (e.g., F3–C3) occurring among all
seed spindle events in the channel (e.g., F3) (Figure 2). To
include only those spindle pairs with an overlap delay plausibly
underlain by wave propagation, we excluded those pairs in which
the delay between the peaks was below 8 ms. The selected
delay was based on a previous study on spindle propagation
(O’Reilly and Nielsen, 2014).
The phase lag index (PLI) (Stam et al., 2007) was computed
for all seed–trailing pairs that overlapped by more than 0.3 s
(Figure 2). For the pairs of overlapping band-pass-filtered EEG
signals, we first extracted the phase angle in radians for each
sample after the Hilbert transform. The asymmetry of phase
differences over the signal pairs was obtained with the signum
function, resulting in pair-specific raw PLIs ranging from 0
(random phase difference) to 1 (fixed phase difference). Again,
we included spindle pairs that did not overlap instantly (<8 ms).
The obtained raw PLIs were further contrasted with randomized
spindle-PLIs to highlight the synchrony between overlapping
spindles, in contrast to non-overlapping spindles. To this end,
the contrast spindle-PLIs were created by calculating the PLI
values between each seed spindle and a randomly chosen spindle
event from the same participant; this procedure was repeated 100
times. Channel-pair-wise corrected PLIs (cPLIs) were obtained
by subtracting the contrast PLIs from the raw PLIs. The cPLIs
were categorized according to the direction (e.g., F3–C3) for
each participant.
For memory outcome analyses, we averaged both PD and cPLI
values into frontal to central (F–C), central to frontal (C–F), left to
right (L–R), and right to left (R–L) means. We only averaged non-
diagonal electrode pairs (for example, F-to-C, including F3–C3
and F4–C4, and not F3–C4 or F4–C3).
Statistical Analyses
In the analyses evaluating metaphor difficulty level, one metaphor
was considered an observation unit. The association between
recall probability in immediate recall and metaphor difficulty
was tested using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). For
delayed recall, we constructed a mixed ANOVA model with
recall probability (for both sleep and wake conditions) as
dependent variables and constructed metaphor difficulty as a
continuous independent variable in order to examine the main
effects of metaphor difficulty as well as its interactions with
delay conditions.
One-way ANOVA was used to test whether the place of
measurement was related to sample characteristics (i.e., age,
sleep measures, questionnaire scores, and recall results) or sex-
induced differences in dependent and independent variables.
We used repeated-measures ANOVA to test if (1) immediate
recall scores differed between evening and morning recalls, (2)
if the delay condition affected the delayed retention outcome
(1Sleep and 1Wake), and (3) if the respiratory phase affected
pooled immediate recall. The effect of respiratory phase across
the delay conditions was tested with a mixed ANOVA model,
assigning two levels for phase (inhale and exhale) and two
levels for the delay condition (sleep and wake) as within-subject
variables. The associations between memory retention (1Sleep
and 1Wake), SO–spindle coupling variables (MI, SO–spindle%,
and Upstate%), and inter-spindle variables (PD and cPLI) were
tested using linear regression analyses. A quadratic regression
was used to examine the association between memory retention
and PPMean because this variable represents values (degrees)
distributed on a circular (not linear) plane.
Rayleigh’s test of non-uniformity was used to test the circular
distribution of PPMean values at the group level. We compared
the frontal and central NREM PPMean distributions using the
Watson–Williams test. The SO–spindle coupling variables in
N3 and N2 sleep were compared using a pairwise t-test. The
association between PD and cPLI grand mean was tested using
Pearson’s correlation. We tested for statistical differences between
the variable means using Friedman’s test, and this test was
conducted separately for PD and cPLI.
Sex was partialed out from the memory outcome variables
in all analyses. In order to evaluate how possible confounders
influenced the statistical significance of the results, we also
constructed a model controlling for sleep duration, age, BDI
score, and GAD-7 score (that is, the control model).
The nominal level of statistical significance was set at p< 0.05.
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics for
Windows, version 27.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, United States)
or the CircStat Toolbox for Matlab R2018a (Berens, 2009).
RESULTS
Sample Characteristics
Table 1 presents sample characteristics, including age, sleep
measures, questionnaire scores, and raw memory task scores.
We also compared these characteristics between home-measured
and laboratory-measured participants, demonstrating higher
sleep durations during the previous night and the study night
(p = 0.021 and 0.027, respectively) as well as higher N3
percentage (p= 0.012) for those who slept at home.
Exploring the dependent and independent variables
for any differences related to sex and measurement place
(home/laboratory) revealed better retention over sleep in females
(i.e., 1Sleep; F = 6.508, p = 0.017). When evaluating the
distributions, we found that one participant showed extremely
high values for three SO–spindle coupling variables (>3 SD).
This participant was excluded from further analyses.
Metaphor Difficulty
The mean (standard deviation) recall probabilities for overnight,
daytime, and immediate recall conditions were 78.1% (15.1%),
63.1% (18.6%), and 82.5% (11.5%), respectively. The metaphor
difficulty level was associated with recall probability in delayed
recall (F = 5.403, p = 0.023) but not in immediate recall
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FIGURE 2 | A schematic picture of parametrizing inter-spindle synchrony. Seed spindles (light blue) may be overlapped by one or more spindles in other
electroencephalography channels (trailing spindles, light gray). Phase lag index (PLI) between the seed and trailing spindles was calculated (striped pattern) if the
overlap was equal or higher than 0.3 s. Sign, signum function; 18, phase difference; tk , samples across the overlapping signal.
(F = 1.613, p = 0.214). The delay condition (sleep/wake) did
not interact with difficulty level in terms of recall probability
(F = 0.046, p = 0.831); that is, the condition did not cause
differences in associations between difficulty level and recall
probability. Recall probability as a function of metaphor difficulty
level is plotted in Figure 3A.
Sleep, Wake, and Breathing Phase
Within-subject ANOVA of immediate recall performance
showed no statistically significant differences between the
evening and morning (F = 0.666, p = 0.433). We used a mixed
ANOVA with 1Sleep and 1Wake as within-subject variables
to test if metaphor retention differed over sleep conditions vs.
waking conditions. We found that retention was statistically
significantly better over sleep conditions (F = 39.743, p < 0.001;
TABLE 1 | Sample characteristics.
Range Mean SD P
Age 19–41 22 4.3 0.173
Sleep duration, previous night (h:mm) 5:50–8:37 7:10 0:46 0.021*
Sleep duration, study night (h:mm) 4:18–7:49 6:38 0:50 0.027*
N1% 1.4–17.26 5.9 3.6 0.114
N2% 21.6–49.3 35.5 8.1 0.555
N3% 8.2–41.4 24.6 7.4 0.012*
REM% 7.9–27.9 18.2 5.1 0.274
WASO (h:mm) 0:05–2:07 0:29 0:32 0.980
BDI score 0–31 10.9 9.3 0.840
GAD-7 score 1–15 5.4 4.0 0.319
Immediate recall, evening 9.5–16 13.2 2.0 0.444
Immediate recall, morning 10–16 13.8 1.7 0.918
Delayed recall, sleep 10–31.5 25.0 6.0 0.537
Delayed recall, wake 2.5–26 17.2 5.8 0.475
SD, standard deviation; p, p-value of the difference between measurement place
(home/laboratory); N1–3, non-rapid eye movement sleep stages 1–3; REM, rapid
eye movement sleep; WASO, wake after sleep onset; BDI, Beck Depression
Inventory; GAD-7, Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 questionnaire.
*p-value < 0.05.
Figure 3B). Breathing phase did not have a statistically significant
influence on pooled immediate recall (F = 0.075, p = 0.787) or
delayed recall (F = 0.063, p = 0.804), nor did it interact with the
delayed condition (F = 0.491, p= 0.491).
Slow Oscillation–Spindle Coupling
Assessing the uniformity of PPMean values over the sample with
Rayleigh’s test revealed highly non-uniform distributions in both
frontal (p < 0.001) and central (p < 0.001) SO–spindles for
NREM, N2, and N3 sleep. The grand mean degrees (and standard
deviations) in NREM sleep for frontal and central SO–spindle
PPs, respectively, were 12.7◦ (20.1◦) and 20.9◦ (17.2◦) (Table 2).
Figure 4A displays the tendency of mean PP angles to cluster near
the SO upstate (0◦) in NREM sleep. Frontal and central PPMean
values did not differ in NREM, N2, or N3 sleep (p-values≥ 0.083).
Comparison of the coupling measures between N2 and N3 sleep
showed that PAC, SO–spindle%, PPMean, and Upstate% were
statistically significantly higher in N3 sleep both frontally and
centrally (p-values ≤ 0.010) (Table 2).
Slow Oscillation–Spindle Coupling and
Novel Metaphor Learning
First, we examined if MI between the oscillation ranges of
0.2–1.25 Hz (phase frequencies) and 12–16 Hz (amplitude
frequencies) was associated with the retention of metaphors
over sleep and wake conditions. In both the frontal and central
derivations, MI over NREM sleep (N2 and N3 combined) was not
significantly associated with 1Sleep (t = −0.111, p = 0.913 and
t = −0.129, p = 0.898, respectively) or with 1Wake (t = 0.305,
p = 0.764 and t = 0.866, p = 0.397). No statistically significant
associations were found when studying MI in N2 and N3 sleep
separately (p-values ≥ 0.288).
We proceeded to test how the interplay between SO and
spindle events is related to delayed memory outcomes. See
Table 2 for details on spindle density, SO amount, and coupling
probability. First, SO–spindle% was not associated with 1Sleep
or 1Wake in NREM or N2 sleep (p ≥ 0.185). However, we
found statistically significant associations with respect to N3
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FIGURE 3 | The impact of metaphor difficulty and delay conditions on recall performance. (A) Each dot represents a metaphor. The probability for correct responses
depended on the metaphor difficulty level in the delayed condition (p = 0.023; blue line, sleep; red line, wake). (B) The delay over sleep associated with less
forgetting as compared with the wake condition (p < 0.001).
sleep, where the frontal SO–spindle% was statistically significant
for 1Sleep (frontal: t = −2.085, p = 0.047; control model
t = −2.476, p = 0.022). The central SO–spindle% in N3 was
statistically significant in the control model (control model
t =−2.624, p= 0.016; unadjusted model t =−2.027, p= 0.053).
1Wake was not associated with the N3 SO–spindle ratio (p-
values ≥ 0.407).
Examining how PP over NREM sleep was associated with
overnight forgetting of novel metaphors revealed a statistically
TABLE 2 | Oscillation characteristics.
NREM N2 N3 N2 vs. N3
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD p
Spindle density F 4.44 0.81 4.61 0.74 4.48 0.97 0.347
Spindle density C 4.59 0.76 4.72 0.79 4.62 0.87 0.504
Slow oscillations F 1,946 433 728 159 1,023 321 <0.001***
Slow oscillations C 1,859 390 730 175 978 290 <0.001***
SO–spindle% F 13.7 4.4 12.7 4.4 16.0 5.3 <0.001***
SO–spindle% C 12.8 4.0 11.7 4.4 15.7 5.1 <0.001***
Spindle–SO% F 17.9 5.6 27.3 8.6 15.1 5.8 <0.001***
Spindle–SO% C 17.9 5.6 25.2 7.1 16.2 5.6 <0.001***
PPMean F 12.7◦ 20.1◦ 19.5◦ 23.5◦ 5.6◦ 16.6◦ 00.010*
PPMean C 20.9◦ 17.2◦ 30.9◦ 20.6◦ 11.8◦ 14.9◦ <0.001***
Upstate% F 54.64 10.72 46.32 10.36 56.18 9.83 <0.001***
Upstate% C 58.00 7.50 45.97 9.13 60.56 6.6 <0.001***
Slow oscillations were summed over frontal/central electrodes.
F, frontal; C, central; Spindle density, spindles per minute, averaged over
frontal/central electrodes; SO–spindle%, the percentage of spindles occurring
during slow oscillation out of all spindles; Spindle–SO%, the percentage of slow
oscillations with a spindle occurrence; NREM, non-rapid eye movement sleep; N2–
3, NREM sleep stages 2 and 3; p, p-value pairwise t-test comparing N2 and N3
sleep values. ***p-value < 0.001.
*p-value < 0.05.
significant association with frontal (t = 2.508, p = 0.019) but
not central (t = 1.532, p = 0.139) PPmean angles (Figure 4B).
In addition, the percentage of SO–spindles occurring during the
upstate (± 45◦ from 0◦) was statistically significantly associated
with overnight retention in frontal (t = −3.796, p < 0.001)
and central (t = −2.880, p = 0.008) derivations, indicating
that less forgetting occurred along with an increased probability
of spindles peaking at the SO upstate. Running the analyses
with the control model did not change the significance status
of the results (see Supplementary Table 1 for the channel-wise
regression and control model results). Investigation of PP during
N2 and N3 sleep separately showed that PPmean statistically
significantly predicted 1Sleep in the central derivation (t= 2.372,
p = 0.026) during N3 sleep, whereas frontal Upstate% showed
statistically significant associations during both N2 (t = −2.809,
p = 0.010; control model: t = −2.609, p = 0.016) and N3 sleep
(t = −3.280, p = 0.003; control model: t = −2.616, p = 0.016)
(Supplementary Table 2). Finally, we conducted secondary
analyses controlling for whether the quantity of spindles or
SOs drove the statistically significant associations between PP
measures and 1Sleep. To this end, we ran again the analyses
showing statistically significant associations with 1Sleep (i.e.,
frontal PPMean in NREM and central PPMean in N3; frontal and
central Upstate% in NREM; and frontal Upstate% in N2 and
N3) with derivation-specific spindle density and SO number as
covariates. All other associations remained statistically significant
(p-values < 0.036), but PPMean in N3 sleep was degraded to a
trend (t = 2.048, p= 0.053).
In contrast, 1Wake did not associate significantly with
SO–spindle%, PPMean, or Upstate% in any sleep stage (p-
values ≥ 0.110). To assess the sleep specificity of the observed
SO–spindle-coupling in memory retention, we ran a mixed
ANOVA with 1Sleep and 1Wake as within-subject variables.
The delay condition did not interact with either PPMean or
Upstate% (p-values ≥ 0.135).
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FIGURE 4 | Mean preferred phase and memory outcomes. (A) Circular histograms of individual mean preferred phase angles of spindle peak amplitude in a slow
oscillation (SO) cycle for frontal and central SO–spindle complexes. The mean angles were non-uniformly distributed in frontal (p < 0.001) and central (p < 0.001)
electrodes and showed a tendency to cluster near SO upstate (i.e., 0◦). There were no statistically significant differences in preferred phase between the frontal and
central areas (p = 0.110). (B) The coupling accuracy between SO upstate and spindle peak amplitude in predicted overnight memory retention. 1Sleep, reflecting
overnight forgetting, was associated with the frontal mean circular direction (left; p = 0.019) and with the frontal and central percentage of SO–tied spindles peaking
at the SO upstate (± 45◦) (p < 0.001 and p = 0.008, respectively).
Inter-Spindle Synchrony
Investigating how the synchrony of simultaneous sleep spindles
related to retention performance included (1) the probability
of a seed spindle being overlapped by spindle(s) in other
channels (PD) and (2) the degree of oscillation synchrony (i.e.,
PLI) between the co-occurring spindles. The mean overlap
time across all seed–trailing spindle pairs was 1.003 s. First,
we tested whether the channel-pair-wise grand mean raw PLIs
differed from the surrogate values and found that they differed
significantly (p-values < 0.001, Bonferroni-corrected), indicating
that simultaneous spindles show higher PLI than randomly
paired spindles.
For both PD and cPLI, we next examined whether the grand
means across the channel pairs differed. Friedman’s test (due to
unequal variances) showed statistically significant differences in
PD (χ2 = 113.369, p < 0.001) and cPLI (χ2 = 47.825, p < 0.001).
PD ranged between 0.237 (F3–C4) and 0.372 (C4–F4), and cPLI
ranged between 0.122 (F3–C4) and 0.198 (F3–C3). The inter-
spindle measures are heat-mapped in Figure 5. The channel pair
grand means correlated statistically significantly between PD and
cPLI (r = 0.773, p = 0.003), indicating that the probability of
propagation between certain electrodes is associated with phase
synchrony between electrodes. In Figure 5, both PD and cPLI
appear higher between electrodes in the anterior–posterior axis.
In relation to memory retention, we examined PD and cPLI
within four mean variables: frontal to central (F-to-C), C-to-F,
left-to-right, and right-to-left. With regard to PD, no statistically
significant associations were found with 1Sleep or 1Wake (p-
values ≥ 0.089). The level of corrected PLIs (cPLIs) between
co-occurring spindles did not show statistically significant
associations with retention over sleep (p-values ≥ 0.150) or
waking conditions (p-values ≥ 0.080).
DISCUSSION
We examined how the learning of novel figurative associations
(that is, non-conventional metaphors; Herkman and Service,
2008) was associated with the interplay between SOs and sleep
spindles, as well as with the synchronization dynamics of
overlapping spindles. Furthermore, experimentally coupling
respiratory phase and metaphor encoding enabled us to
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FIGURE 5 | Heat-maps showing propagation density (left) and corrected
phase lag indices (cPLIs) between electrode pairs. Both heat-maps show a
tendency for bi-directionally higher values between electrodes located in the
anterior–posterior axis (e.g., F4–C4 and C4–F4).
investigate the possibly diverging impact of inhalation and
exhalation on memory performance. We observed a strong
association between the timing of SO–spindle coupling
and overnight memory retention. However, inter-spindle
synchronization or respiratory phase was not associated with
learning outcomes in the current study.
In our study, fast sleep spindles showed a preferential
occurrence close to the positive SO peak. The degree of
this coupling predicted memory retention, such that the
tendency for spindles to peak close to the SO upstate was
associated with less forgetting. This investigation contributes
to the convergent evidence observed within behavioral studies
(Helfrich et al., 2018; Mikutta et al., 2019; Muehlroth et al.,
2019; Hahn et al., 2020). Notably, we showed that memory
benefit depended on event-related coupling between prominent
SO and spindle events, instead of non-specific modulation
between their respective frequency ranges (that is, the MI;
Tort et al., 2010) over NREM sleep. This pattern replicates
previous findings (Mikutta et al., 2019), wherein the retention
of words was associated with the mean PP of sigma power
in SO events, but not with MI. Overnight retention was most
robustly predicted by the exact timing of spindles in the
SO upstate. This finding was most evident when examining
NREM sleep as a whole, although separate analyses restricted
to N2 and N3 stages showed that SO-upstate-coupled spindles
promote memory consolidation regardless of the NREM stage.
The significance of SO upstate in spindle-related memory
consolidation is presumably related to a specific sequence
of excitatory and inhibitory inputs during SO-upstate-nested
spindles, exhibiting markedly higher neuronal calcium activity
in comparison with isolated SO or spindle events (Niethard
et al., 2018). Such a state of optimal synaptic plasticity is
not explicitly reflected in MI, which is not tied to specific
events. It should be noted that the probability of N3 spindles
peaking during an SO cycle, regardless of its phase, also
correlated with better retention. Spindles during N3 peak more
regularly in the SO upstate, compared with N2 spindles, and
presumably the mere amount of SO-upstate spindles in N3 sleep
explains this finding.
Interaction tests between the delay conditions (sleep/wake)
and the PP variables did not indicate sleep specificity on the
memory outcome. One possibility for these findings is that
coupling accuracy expresses trait-like learning ability. Previous
reports suggest that spindle properties are related to immediate
learning cognitive abilities (Schabus et al., 2006), suggesting
efficient thalamocortical circuitry (Schabus et al., 2006; Fogel
and Smith, 2011; Lustenberger et al., 2012). Although there is
currently no research on how SO–spindle coupling is related to
cognitive ability, there is evidence that gray matter integrity in
medial frontal areas does indeed affect synchrony (Helfrich et al.,
2018), potentially reflecting trait-like cognitive capability (Ohtani
et al., 2014). Another reason for the non-significant difference
between the delay conditions may be the specific properties of
our study. For example, some participants in our limited sample
approached the ceiling in sleep-containing retention, narrowing
the variance of our examined variables and thus limiting our
resolution of sleep specificity.
In contrast to SO–spindle coupling, we did not observe
any correlation between overnight memory retention and inter-
spindle synchronization dynamics. First, the probability of a
novel spindle event being temporally overlapped by another
spindle in a different channel, combined with the directional
preference of such a sequence (or propagation), was not
associated with any of the memory outcome measures. Provided
that these overlapping spindles represent “matrix” spindles, our
findings do not support their hypothesized role in consolidating
widespread memory representations (Piantoni et al., 2016).
However, simultaneous EEG-recorded spindle events do not
necessarily represent only matrix spindles. Core spindles, via
corticothalamic modulation, can trigger the matrix pathway
within a few oscillatory cycles (Piantoni et al., 2016). Hence,
any learning-dependent increase of specifically matrix spindles
would be obscured by diffused spindle activity triggered by a
seed core spindle.
Acknowledging our inability to fractionate the thalamic
origins of EEG spindle events, we focused on the degree of
cortical synchronization. To this end, we examined the PLI
(Stam et al., 2007) between simultaneous spindles. Neural
oscillatory synchrony between distinct brain areas is essential
for executive functioning (Mizuhara and Yamaguchi, 2007;
Sadaghiani et al., 2012; Cavanagh and Frank, 2014) and
memory performance over short delays (Schack and Weiss,
2005; Palva et al., 2010; Rutishauser et al., 2010). In our
study, simultaneous fast spindles were implicated with intra-
hemispherically emphasized phase synchrony, similar to previous
findings (Zerouali et al., 2014). We did not find such synchrony
to predict memory outcomes. Research on phase synchrony and
long-term memory has focused on the times of encoding and
retrieval, processes modulated by theta and gamma oscillations
(Jutras and Buffalo, 2010; Fell and Axmacher, 2011). The nature
of sleep spindles as facilitators of local plasticity (Genzel et al.,
2014) raises the question of whether their globalization serves
any activity-dependent need or, rather, reflects the cortical state
and cortico-thalamocortical properties (Fernandez and Lüthi,
2020). However, it should be noted that the coverage of our
EEG setup was limited. Although frontal areas have been
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reported as a prominent source of propagated spindles, further
efforts should increase the resolution to cover temporal spindles
(Piantoni et al., 2017).
This was the first study to experimentally test the effect of
respiratory phase on memory encoding. We did not observe
any impact of respiratory phase at the encoding phase on
memory outcomes after a short or long delay, regardless of
the delay condition. This was unlikely due to any attentional
demands caused by consciously pacing the breathing; instead,
volitional control and pacing of breathing may increase
coherence in several brain areas, including the frontal and
temporal cortices (Herrero et al., 2018). Moreover, a study
on respiratory modulation of memory showed (with a control
task) that attending breathing caused no differences in memory
accuracy (Zelano et al., 2016). However, in that study, nasal
inhalation increased the accuracy of visual object recognition. It
is noteworthy that this benefit was more strongly related to the
moment of retrieval than to encoding. While the subsample in
the experimental condition of nasal-only respiration was small
(n = 11), warranting replication with a larger sample, it is
possible that using paced respiration only during encoding (as
in our study) does not evoke statistically significant effects. It
is of note that prior evidence on the respiratory benefits on
memory (Zelano et al., 2016; Arshamian et al., 2018) is based on
a recognition memory task, in contrast to our cued recall. Other
studies have found that prestimulus hippocampal theta power (a
frequency range modulated by respiration; Zelano et al., 2016)
during encoding affects recognition but not recall (Merkow et al.,
2014). Further research is needed to unveil the exact properties
and potential of respiration in memory performance.
The current study also contributes to the literature by
introducing more complex linguistic learning materials in
relation to sleep than previously implemented. No previous
study on sleep and memory has deployed novel metaphor
tasks as the learning material, although they seem to yield
an ecologically relevant evaluation of linguistic and semantic
functioning. We found that the normative difficulty level
of the novel metaphors, validated previously (Herkman and
Service, 2008), affected the probability of successful recall. This
association remained convergent regardless of the type of delay
(sleep/wake). Hence, this study added to the understanding
that sleep does not differ from waking in “preferring” the
long-delay maintenance of difficult metaphorical associations
over more easily processed ones. Converging studies from
word–pair retention tasks comparing semantically related and
unrelated associations have been mixed. One study found an
interaction between 12-h delay conditions (sleep/wake) and
semantic relatedness (Payne et al., 2012), whereas another report
(Lo et al., 2014) displayed a pattern resembling our convergent
correlations. It is possible that the novelty in the metaphoric
associations and the equalized memory strategy in our task
(i.e., to form a mental image of the metaphors, instead of
merely instructing participants to “learn” them, as in the studies
above) contributed to minimizing the dependence on previous
knowledge with respect to the memorized items. This could
presumably even their sleep dependency (Schmidt et al., 2006),
making the difference between wake and sleep constant.
Strengths and Limitations
In this study, we replicated previous observations that the
coupling accuracy between SOs and fast spindles is essential
for verbal memory retention during sleep. While this finding
indicates the sensitivity of our memory task to sleep-related
mechanisms, it also substantiates the insignificance of
inter-spindle synchrony on memory retention. Indeed, no
previous study has addressed whether the parameters of
simultaneous/propagated spindles relate to memory performance
and our results work as an opening in the topic. Finally, by
combining metaphor encoding with the respiratory phase, we
were able to assess the assumedly improved potentiation of
inhalation-tied items. However, no such benefit was observed,
which contributed to the delineation of the phenomenon.
There are several limitations that need to be considered. First,
the findings on sleep-related mechanisms and memory outcomes
are correlational, disallowing any causal interpretations. Second,
our EEG montage was limited in terms of thoroughly
investigating spindle propagation characteristics. While we
covered the fronto-central areas that have been repeatedly
associated with verbal memory (Clemens et al., 2005; Mikutta
et al., 2019; Muehlroth et al., 2019; Hahn et al., 2020), the
temporal lobe has been reported as a prominent source of
propagated spindles (Piantoni et al., 2017). Hence, conducting
wider-scale EEG would provide more representative results.
Third, our metaphor task may have been too easy to provide
full variance in the scrutinized variables. The recall rates in the
immediate and sleep conditions were at or close to the maximum
scores, limiting the variance of retention measures. Lastly, besides
the instruction and visual cues, we did not exert other control
measures and we did not evaluate the participants’ respiration.
Therefore, we cannot verify the exact phase-item match during
encoding, and the use of a pneumotachometer in further studies
is thus recommended.
CONCLUSION
The overnight retention of metaphors is associated with accurate
coupling between SO upstate and sleep spindles. On the other
hand, our novel aim to examine the temporal and phasic
interplay between co-occurring NREM spindles did not reveal
any influence on memory outcomes. The phase of nasal
respiration during encoding did not affect memory performance,
warranting questions on whether inhalation-specific benefits are
more evidently tied to other memory processes (consolidation
and retrieval) or types of memorized material (recognition).
Our results substantiate the accumulating experimental data
that highlights the importance of SO–spindle coupling in
memory retention.
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